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ABSTRACT 
Digital Signal Fkxessing @SP) has become one of key 
enabling technologies for telecommunication, condition 
monitoring multimedia computing and other areas 
requiring information processing. Until recently, DSP 
was taught only at senior graduate level. With the rapid 
growth of applications of DSP in the industry, it has 
become necessary to introduce these concepts to 
undergraduates. This paper presents the details of the 
work done in the development of an integrated teaching 
methodology for delivering di@ signal processing 
cause for onampus and distance education engineering 
students at Gippsland campus of Monash University, 
Australia. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Significant technological advances in electrical and 
computer engineering fields have made undergraduate 
curricula considerably more complex. Technical concepts 
are more abstract and can often be confusing for students 
trying to understand the subject matter. With the rapid 
growth of applications of DSP in industry. it has become 
necessary to introduce these concepts at an undergraduate 
level. 
Gippsiand School of Engineering, Monash University, 
Australia delivers engineering courses in oncampus and 
distance education modes. The units that are of€ered 
under vanous courses are supported with software 
simulations and interactive CAL programs, in addition to 
study guides, video/audio tapes, subject bulletin boards 
for discussions, class-room lectures for onampus 
delivery and weekend summer schools for offcampus 
delivery. These methods lead to ideal self-paced learning 
alternatives for distance education students, and also 
provide the oncampus engineering students a bener 
understanding of the subject compared to traditional and 
rigid class room lectures. Conventional class-room 
teaching and subject-guides suffer from lack of 
interactiveness and lack of interest especially for those 
subjects involving rigorous mathematical analysis. This 
is particularly relevant for cou~ses like signals and 
systems, control theory, digital signal processing, 
C0"unication systems etc. which form core subjects in 
Electrical, Electronic and computer system disciplines 
and elective subjects in other engineering disciplines 
including Electromechanical, Mechanical and 
Mechatronic courses. This problem was addressed by 
m y  researchers in engineering education leading to 
development of various innovative teaching methods. 
Some of these methods involve use of standard 
simulation soffwares [l, 21, use of structured course 
contents with a jud~cious coordination of theory, 
simulation and experimentation component [3,4], and 
use of specially developed multimedia based CAL 
programs [5,6,7,8]. For teaching digital signal processing 
causes in particular, work relating to extensive and 
expensive laboratory setups have also been reported in 
[9,10,11,12]. None of the techmques used have addressed 
the problem of delivering courses like digital signal 
processing in an integrated (on campus + distance 
education) mode. 
For eflicient delivery in an integrated mode a co- 
ordinated development of theory, simulation and 
experimentation is desirable, with an objective to meet 
the needs of wider and diverse student groups and be 
costeffective at the same time. Development of courses 
so as to suit both on and off campus -dents 
simuIat.a.nwusly, with an ultimate objective to make 
students understand &gaal signal processing concepts 
and use it for an application is a diEcult task, under the 
situation that these two student groups are of entirely 
merent background The on-cunpus engineering 
students normally have basic theoretical knowledge but 
no exposure to work-place or industry, and offcampus 
and mature-age students with good practical knowledge 
and hands-on skills but no theoretical background The 
task is further challenging, if the to be developed 
has to be offered to multidisciphaq engineering 
students, who have an entirely Werent learning 
ob~ectives, in addition to different bachground 
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knowledge. The work done by the author in development 
of digital signal come for on-campus and off-campu 
delivery to multidisciplinaq engneering students is 
reported in this paper. The next section describes the 
course structure, contents, and teachkg methodology 
adopted for the course. 
2. COURSE STRUCTURE AND TEACHING 
METHODOLOGY 
The course has a weightage of 6 credit points, with 50 % 
emphasis on the theoretical section and 500A on the 
practical component. Some of the students have the 
necessary prequisites which includes signal and systems 
theory, control theay and Laplace transformations. But, 
in order to cater a wider group, including offcampus 
and multidisciplinary engineering students, we assumed 
that the students do not have sound prerequisite 
knowledge. The review of basic concepts had to be 
included. This was followed by normal topics in digital 
signal processing like sampling theorem, z-transform, 
CMTelation between time and fresuency domain. The next 
major topic was &finition of FIR and W filters, 
realization of different FIR and IJR filters, and their 
advautages and disadvantages. The next topic mered 
was design of FIR and W filters. The design component 
included design of FIR filters using commody used 
windows including Hanning and Kaiser type. 
Design of W filters included Butterworth and Chebyshev 
only, and was designed with impulse invariant and 
bilinear transformations. To conclude, a topic on 
applications of digaal film in Werent areas was 
treated. This was done with an objective to make student 
realise the importance of digital signal prooessing for 
solving real engineering problems. The application 
examples included a brief description of previous student 
projects in finding digital signal processing solutions to 
biomedical, comm~cation, in- insoection, 
machine condition monitoring and speech processing 
areas. As all these topics have to be mered in one 
semester, with 50 % weightage on practicals, and the 
students comprising of oncampzls and of€-campus with 
diverse background and experience, it was a challenging 
task to plan the entire schedule for 13 week teaching 
semester (with 26 lecture hours and 26 laboratory hours 
for on-campus students and equivalent time for off- 
campus student consultation) and hence the teaching 
methodology adopted to meet the reqnirements was: 
0 Prescription of a a text book [ 141, which owers all 
the topics reqmed and has a program disk in it (total 
costing less than $100). The disk with the book helps 
students experiment %+th k ! i c  concepts any time in their 
home computer or laboratory computer, without 
lecturer’s involvement. 
0 Prescription of a reference book [ 151 for an in- 
depth study of some of the concepts and detailed design 
techniques in case the student is interested. 
0 Support with student manual guiding the student 
through various sections in the text, with matlab/ 
simulink simulation exercises and self-assessment 
questions for each topic. The on-campw students have an 
access to matlab/simulink [15] on ?he ampus computer 
network and offcampus students were required to buy a 
copy of matlabhimulink student version, which will be 
useful for other subjects. 
0 A major component on experimental work, in which 
on campus students were required to implement few 
digital filters on low cost Texas TMS 320C50 [I61 fixed- 
point DSP kit and also general purpose 68HC11 [17] 
microcontroller EVBU from Motorola semiconductors. 
The offcampus students have a flexibdty of buying these 
boards, borrowing it for a semester from the school or 
attending the weekend school on campus. The idea 
behind using two types of boards is to create an 
awareness about general purpose hardware alternative 
and more efficient dedicated hardware option for DSP 
applications. 
0 Submission of three assignments, in which first 
assignment was on basic amcepts and few filter 
simulation exercises after 4 weeks. The next assignment 
was based on simulation as well as implementation of the 
FIR and W type filter on TMS 320CM and 68HCll 
boards to be submitted at the end of eighth week. Third 
assignment was on designing a filter for a @cular 
application along with simulation and hardware 
implementation at the end of 12 weeks. 
Flexiiilim to students to choose any application case 
study based on their interest and badrground Students 
doing electrical, electronics and computing major were 
encouraged to choose application case-study in the area 
of communications, biomedical, speech processing, and 
students with electromechanical or mechatronics major 
were asked to choose a case-study in industrial 
inspection, viiration monitoring and fWt diagnosis asea. 
0 Flexiihy in terms of choosing assembly language 
programming or using C-programming for implementing 
filters on TMs320C50 or M68HCll EVBU. The 
availabilty of C crossampilers for these boards make 
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the programming easy for nonelectncal students with no 
exposure to assemly language programming. 
End of the semester open-book type examination with 
50% weightage where students need not rely on memop 
for attempting the questions but can solve them if the 
concepts were clear. 
The entire schedule for the course delivery is as shown in 
table I. 
TABLE I 
(8 lecture 
hours and 
8 lab 
hours). 
Week 5-8 
hours and 
hours). 
Week 9-12 
(8 lechrr€ 
hours and 
8 lat: 
hours). 
Topics 
Module I 
Sampling 
theor- 
Ztransform 
Overview 
of Matlab, 
Simulink, 
TMS 
320C50 
and 
M68HC 1 1 
Module I1 
FIR filters 
W filters 
(Definition 
and 
implement 
ation) 
Module III 
(Ejrief 
cwerage) 
Design oj 
FIR anc 
IIR filters 
a filter foi 
an 
engineerin 
g 
application 
, 
Designing 
Practicals 
L .Intoduction to 
natlab 
;imulink 
xogramming 
2.Introduction 
.o program 
asembly and 
iownloading on 
58HC11 and 
ThIS320C50 
Simulation and 
implementation 
of FIRandIIR 
type Nters 
Simulation and 
implementation 
of the designed 
filter for chosen 
=-dY 
Assignment 
Related to 
topics and 
module I 
practicals on 
Related to 
topics and 
practicals on 
module II 
Report 
submission 
on til€ 
design, 
simulation 
and 
experimenta 
1 
verifiartion 
of thc 
casestudy 
The distance education students are supposed to have an 
access to multimeter, function generator and oscilloscope 
for doing the practical component. They have a choice of 
submitting the practical work at the end of the semester 
(after the weekend school) or provision of using the 
laboratoq facilities of vocational colleges or laboratories 
close to their residence. 
3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The paper reports a cost-effective integral teaching 
methodology for delivery of digital signal processing 
cause. The proposed methodology: 
1. Includes a suite of lowcost tools for introducing 
digital signal procsseing to a wide goup of students 
undertaking studies in on-campus and off-campus 
students. 
2. Results in enthusiasm and interest fkom the students 
with any background because of flexibility in choosing 
the tools and application case-study. 
3. Results in meeting the learning objectives of making 
students understand the concepts behind mathematically 
rigorous engineering subjects and use it for an 
engineering application, in fact gives a jump-start effect 
for learning digitd signal processing. 
4. Results in a self paced learning environment without a 
requirement of regular contact with the lecturer. 
5. Further work involves developing a CAL package with 
multimedia animations for digital signal processing and 
transforming the course notes on World Wide Web 
(WWW) for an easy access to onampus and &stance 
education students, in line with Monash University's 
vision statement. 
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